
Signature topics

Bio
Bart Milatz is a speaker, mentor & author who helps purpose-driven people who chase a life that seems impossible  
to get to create roots and wings for the life they deserve. In his group programs and 1:1 coaching he helps you to
clear what stops you, clarify what it is  you truly want and create a meaningful life of freedom, joy & wealth.

Before starting mentoring & speaking Bart worked in finance, education, personal leadership and healing. Having
survived many crisis in his life, like a suicidal mom in his teenage years, getting diagnosed with HIV in his early
twenties and overcoming addiction, he learned through experience, trial & error how to get out of your own way to
start creating the life you truly desire. 

After thoroughly investing in his personal development and doing deep dives in his soul searching with the help of
well-known coaches, he has developed a roadmap to overcome what limits you so you can start reclaiming your
power, no matter what has happened or is happening in your life!

Over the past years, Bart has lived in Australia, Thailand, The Netherlands and now in the UK. He's proud to say that
he's a global citizen and loves serving his clients from all around the world! 

https://www.bartmilatz.com

hello@bartmilatz.com

+44 7767164350 

Bart Milatz

Master Your Wealth

speaker  |  mentor  |  author

BREAKING FREE FROM ADDICTION
In this talk, Bart shares his very personal story about how he broke free from his
addiction, how he healed & cleared the root causes, and how you can too, so you
can finally be free without going on to the next addiction.

RECLAIM YOUR POWER IN A POST-COVID WORLD
This talk is about reconnecting with yourself: your body and your soul. This will
help you to take back control of your life so you can finally create the future you
desire, even if you currently feel powerless by what's happening in the world. 

MASTER YOUR WEALTH
This talk provides you with both the (material) strategies and (spiritual) mindset
that are needed for you to  master your money rather than being it's slave, even if
you have zero in your bank account!
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DESIGN YOUR LIFE, LEAD BY EXAMPLE
This talk helps you to master plan your life so you will have more freedom and
independence, even if you set goals before that haven't come true (yet)!


